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Guiding Questions
During its 28th Meeting, the China Analysis Group focused on three main
themes and questions:
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1.

How to define the current relations between China and the United
States? How does China perceive the role of middle powers?

2.

What are the recent developments in the Middle East region? How
are the power interactions playing out in the Middle East?

3.

What are the possibilities for middle powers in a changing
international system? Is a rigid geometry detrimental or favorable to
middle powers? Will middle powers be able to position themselves
between China and the United States if a political reality, instead
of an economic reality, becomes the driving force?
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1.

How to define the current relations between China and the United
States? How does China perceive the role of middle powers?

A

ccording to the speakers, it was beyond expectation that a serious deterioration
in U.S.-China relations would occur in the past five years. Previously, both
sides had experienced frictions such as the Taiwan strait crisis in 1995
and 1996, followed by the bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade in
1999, and the 2001 unexpected occlusion in the South China sea. Those three crises
were mitigated relatively quickly because, at the time, the U.S.-China relationship
was dominated by contracts and cooperation, and both governments took the overall
situation as a priority. In 2012, with the escalation of the North Korean nuclear crisis
and the maritime crisis between China and Japan, and China and the Philippines, the risk
of Beijing and Washington getting involved in conflicts due to third party factors rose
significantly; nonetheless, the risk of a direct military confrontation was not imminent.
The speakers argued that the current situation is very different. The most striking factors
are the trade war, technological war, diplomatic war, decoupling, and the possibility of
an ideological dispute. The greatest risks of military security friction between the two
countries, namely the Taiwan strait, the South China Sea, the Korean peninsula, and
cyberspace, requires more crisis management from both sides.
It was underlined that there is a clear difference between China and the United States.
On one hand, the logic of U.S. policy toward China is based on feeling threatened by
a future world order led by China or simply losing, which leads Washington to see this
escalation as strategic competition. On the other hand, Beijing does not share the same
view; in fact, there is no significant consensus within China on how to position or defund
the bilateral relations. Official statements highlight the need for peaceful coexistence
and that China has no intention of overtaking or replacing the U.S., becoming the
number one or only world leader. Meanwhile, Chinese academic circles have various
opinions on this subject. The points that Fred Bergsten, founder of the Peterson Institute
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for International Economics, made in his new book The United States Versus China
were highlighted: The Quest for Global Economic Leadership. According to Bergsten,
competition “will characterize much of their daily interaction through trade investments
and financial exchanges but cooperation is essential to provide a foundation for stable
and successful international economic order”. Thus, the U.S.-China dispute can be
considered as an unbalanced competition-cooperation relationship, in which it does
not matter how fierce and strategic the competition becomes, it cannot be completely
derailed from the track of cooperation.
Despite the constant friction in U.S.-China relations, the bilateral relationship over
the past year has been relatively stable and peaceful compared to the decline from
2018 to 2020. Notwithstanding the pandemic, participants evaluated that Beijing
and Washington were able to hold several meaningful high-level talks, including three
interactions between the two high leaders. Other reassuring information was the arrival
of two experienced diplomats, Qin Gang, China’s new Ambassador to the United States,
and Nicholas Burns, the new U.S. Ambassador to China, both reportedly trusted by the
highest leadership of their countries. In addition, important agreements were reached
during the recent virtual meetings between Biden and Xi, in which both dismissed the
prospect of a new Cold War.
Participants affirmed that the biggest difference between the Biden Administration’s
policy towards China and that of its predecessor Donald Trump is that Biden reduced
the conflict to the level of competition and showed a willingness to cooperate in
certain areas, such as climate change. Beijing and Washington have important domestic
agendas in 2022, with the 20th National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party in
China and the midterm elections in the United States. According to participants, these
agendas may contribute to ease the tensions between the two countries. Former U.S.
Deputy Secretary of State Robert B. Zoellick expressed his concern about the possibility
of Biden’s domestic opposition attacking any move to abandon the confrontation with
China in the run-up to the 2022 U.S. midterm elections. In this case, Biden will have to
choose between indulging in their affairs or achieving a positive outcome.
Likewise, China is expected to show greater determination to fend off any U.S.,
challengers to its legitimacy and authority in preparation for the 20th National Congress
of the Chinese Communist Party. From the Chinese side, the speakers argued that China’s
reaction to U.S. policies is based on the premise that legitimacy and authority cannot be
challenged. Therefore, Beijing must handle this competition very carefully because there
are many traps, dangers, and risks ahead for China. In the case of overall competition,
a widespread alignment with the U.S. would impose more pressure on the Chinese
economic development perspective. China must, then, do more to avoid this scenario.
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In an era of globalization, interacting forces, and checks and balances, the speakers
affirmed that middle powers have a unique role to play in stabilizing the global system
and shaping the hopes of the international community. Most third parties, including
most middle powers, declared that they do not want to take sides between the United
States and China and that it is rather in their interest to maintain a balance between the
two countries. Hence, there is no shortage of middle powers in both the U.S. and China’s
respective networks of allies or partners. In this competition, although many middle
powers are U.S. allies, almost no country can completely or willingly choose a side as the
interests involved are multiple and intertwined.
Regarding the role of middle powers in the context of the current U.S.-China relations,
the speakers argued that the Japanese case stands out. Japan is the world’s third-largest
economy and the escalation in the U.S.-China confrontation presents the Japanese
government with the challenge of maintaining a complex strategic position in this
triangle. While Japan strategically prefers a strong U.S. regional security commitment,
it also wishes to preserve regional integration. China and Japan had two political
confrontations around disputed islands in 2010 and 2012; however, relations between
the two countries have been mended during the past few years. In response to the new
reality, Japan strengthened its alliance with the United States in economic security and
enhanced international cooperation to advance its preferred order while maintaining
diplomatic relations with China. For instance, the Japanese government promoted
international infrastructure development cooperation with China in third countries,
supported RCEP’s negotiations, and, despite not joining the China-led AIIB, recognized
the value of its endeavors. Nonetheless, it was argued that Japan’s influence on U.S.China relations remains minimal, constrained by political, military, and economic powers.
Yet, Japan is a regional power and still plays an important role in maintaining and shaping
the future of the region, especially the East Asian order.
The role of other important middle powers was highlighted. First, India presents a
strong dependency on Russia for military weapons and equipment, is more dependent
on a growing U.S. role in the region, has territorial disputes with China, and has serious
concerns about Pakistan and Afghanistan. In dealing with the rise of China, participants
argued that India is likely to stand with the West at moments while maintaining
operational independence on security issues. Second, although ASEAN member states
have different interests, most would likely opt for a U.S.-led security order while also
agreeing with a Chinese-led economic order. Third, Middle Eastern countries would
likely support a U.S.-led security order while maintaining their independence to work
with China to secure their interests. Fourth, some countries self-identified as big powers
– or bigger middle powers – such as Germany, released foreign policy documents to
play a leading role not just in Europe but also on the world stage. Some of these big
powers – or bigger middle powers – might align with the United States and wage overall
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competition with China, not just focusing on economic factors but they also highlighting
political values, which could help them.
Although there are many unpredictable uncertainties ahead, the assessment made
by Professor Wang Jisi, former Dean of the School of International Studies at Peking
University, was underlined, in which he identified that there are patterns in the U.S.China relations. According to Wang, their respective domestic politics, international
environment, and contrast in power are decisive factors affecting where the relationship
goes. In the current scenario, participants argued that, although there is little possibility
of building an economic dialogue between China and the U.S., this does not mean
it will not happen in the near future. After the U.S. midterm election and before the
next presidential election, there will be a window of opportunity for both countries to
work together and solve basic problems between them, including economic relations.
According to participants, the most important factor is to understand that China is not
a big power or big emerging power, and this competition is not good for both countries.
Giving economic development another push and solving the health crisis and inequality
issues are more important targets than the competition itself.

The U.S.-China dispute can be considered as an
unbalanced competition-cooperation relationship,
in which it does not matter how fierce and strategic
the competition becomes, it cannot be completely
derailed from the track of cooperation.

In an era of globalization, interacting forces, and
checks and balances, middle powers have a unique
role to play in stabilizing the global system and
shaping the hopes of the international community.
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2.

What are the recent developments in the Middle East region? How
are the power interactions playing out in the Middle East?

A

ccording to the speakers, the Middle East has historically reflected the
macro tensions of the world on its own terms. The region presents historic
relevance due to many factors, including its geographic features. It is a hub
between three continents, Europe, Asia, and Africa. Nations have fought for
dominance over the area for centuries and this was not different during the Cold War.
The rivalry between the Soviet Union and the U.S. had an important impact on the
region. At that time, China under the Mao Era was aligned with anti-Western countries
and those following the so-called National Liberation Movement. For instance, China
did not have diplomatic relations with Saudi Arabia, Israel, and other main U.S. allies
in the region. Israel established diplomatic relations with China in 1992, after the Cold
War, two years before China established diplomatic relations with Saudi Arabia, the last
Arab country to keep ties with Taiwan.
Since then, the region became a focal point of U.S. diplomacy, mainly due to an interest
in oil and the issue of terrorism. Nonetheless, with Obama Administration’s Pivot to
Asia, China became the main focus of U.S. foreign policy, and the Middle East became
less important for Washington. In recent years, U.S. presence in the area decreased from
political, economic, and military points of view, with the withdrawal of troops from Iraq,
Syria, and even Afghanistan, which is in the borders of the region. In this context, the
speakers argued that China gained more ground in the area, with its interests lying in the
region’s trade hub capacity, oil supply – with China getting almost half of its oil imports
from the Middle East –, and infrastructure investment, with the Belt and Road Initiative.
The speakers argued that two pillars guide the Chinese action in the Middle East.
The first pillar is the concept of developmental peace, promoted by China, instead of
democracy peace, promoted by the U.S. Whereas U.S. administrations emphasized the
political aspect of bilateral relations, China asserts that its main focus in the region is
economic development.
The second pillar is the zero enemies policy. China is getting involved in the Middle
East by successfully avoiding historical rivalries and struggles in the region. Despite the
historical ethnic and religious tensions and disputes in the area, China develops relations
with countries that are enemies among themselves. For example, China is developing a
strategic relationship with Iran and, at the same time, with Saudi Arabia and Israel, the
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main U.S. allies in the region. Recently, China signed a special comprehensive partnership
agreement with Iran, and this scared many U.S. allies in the area; however, the Chinese
government signed a similar agreement with Saudi Arabia a few years ago, and with Iraq,
which is a country between the U.S. and Iranian areas of influence. China is developing a
strategy of not getting involved in the historical disputes in the area. More recently, China
offered to host negotiations between Palestinians and Israelis in Beijing. The possibility of
China working as a mediator between Israel and Palestine was something new in this field.
China comes to the Middle East at a moment of deep structural changes in the region.
Arab countries, especially the conservative monarchies of the Persian Gulf, have been
witnessing a transformation in their economic model for the past few years as a result of
their preparation for the so-called post-oil Era. It was affirmed that, from the 1950s and
1960s until recently, these nations worked with three levels. On the political level, the
adoption of authoritarian regimes, regardless of the political system. On the economic
level, the heavy dependency of their economies on oil generated income but not jobs.
On the narrative level, the claim that the creation of the State of Israel was the main
problem for the Arab world dominated official speeches and the media. The speakers
stated that, for Palestinians, the creation of Israel is the main problem; however, for
regimes in Morocco, Algeria, Libya, and Syria, the idea of putting the Israeli-Palestinian
dispute as the main point of the Arab agenda is a diversionist attitude. Therefore, in the
2010’s Arab spring, the growing social pressure demanding jobs and a future perspective
for the young generation showed that this three elements model was over. This wake-up
call led to the end of the Mubarak regime in Egypt, the Qadhafi regime in Libya, the Ben
Ali regime in Tunisia, and others. For instance, Arab nations decided not to change the
authoritarian aspect of their regimes, but they concluded that they had to change the
economy and the narrative. Countries such as United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Qatar, and
Egypt are now going from oil-dependent economies to service-oriented economies to
promote economic dynamism and respond to the changes in the world energy scenario
and the increasing need for new and renewable sources.
According to the speakers, China becomes an important investor in this change in the
Middle East. The Chinese bilateral relations with the United Arab Emirates and Saudi
Arabia show a vast flow of investments ranging from technology to military equipment.
With Israel, the main U.S. ally in the area, there has been an unprecedented growth in
bilateral cooperation, trade, and investments. The former Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu has been a strong supporter of ties with China, ranging from investment,
technology, and even military cooperation. In the case of Egypt, another major recipient
of U.S. economic and military aid, China has become one of the main investors of “Egypt
Vision 2030”, a program of reforms announced in 2016 by the Egyptian President
General Abdel El-Sisi, which aims to attract foreign investments in infrastructure and
generate jobs. In addition, China is one of the main investors in the construction of the
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new Egyptian capital, 45 kilometers east of Cairo. The total investment is around 40
to 50 billion U.S. dollars and China is responsible for providing one-third of the total
amount. Considering the prospects of the Belt and Road Initiative and the importance of
the Suez Canal to international trade, China is also heavily present in that area.
After the dissolution of the Soviet Union, China is the very first country in a position
to threaten the U.S. hegemony. Although there is an asset in China’s position, which
is its ability to dialogue with democratic and autocratic governments, the U.S. also has
deep relations with authoritarian regimes in the Middle East. This American approach
is, in a way, selective. In the last years, the pressure from the White House has become
stronger on Middle Eastern countries against their relations with China. Nonetheless,
the current reality is marked by world economic interdependence, and economies are
deeply intertwined, which leaves no space for choosing sides. The war in Ukraine also
reminded the international community that the world still lives in a nuclear era, under
the threat of nuclear weapons. In addition, the main current and future challenges are to
be set on a global scale, such as pandemics and climate change. As a result, participants
indicated that Middle Eastern countries are managing to keep a balance between
Washington and Beijing.

China gained more ground in the area, with its interests lying in the
region’s trade hub capacity, oil supply – with China getting almost
half of its oil imports from the Middle East –, and infrastructure
investment, with the Belt and Road Initiative.

Two pillars guide the Chinese action in the Middle East. The first
pillar is the concept of developmental peace, promoted by China,
instead of democracy peace, promoted by the U.S.. […] The
second pillar is the zero enemies policy. China is getting involved
in the Middle East by successfully avoiding historical rivalries and
struggles in the region.
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3.

What are the possibilities for middle powers in a changing
international system? Is a rigid geometry detrimental or favorable
to middle powers? Will middle powers be able to position
themselves between China and the United States if a political
reality, instead of an economic reality, becomes the driving force?

P

articipants stated that the international community anticipated that a more
globalized world would lead to a decentralization of power and a more resilient
international system. Similarly, rapid advances in technology were supposed
to mean that traditional constraints, such as geopolitics, would become less
important. However, this is not how the reality unfolded. Traditional security power
struggles have become more prominent nowadays, with people trying to find similarities
between the U.S.-China rivalry and the Cold War. For instance, there is a widely accepted
belief that a rigid geometry would reduce the room for maneuver of middle powers.
Rigid world order is one in which alignment choices are determined by superpowers, and
countries have no alternative but to follow the pull of gravity. According to participants,
during the Cold War, the rigidity resulted from ideology and geography. Today, rigidity
is derived from economic interests and technical standards. As an example, Brazil had
a series of discussions around the 5G standards, and whether it would allow or not the
participation of Chinese companies.
Nevertheless, participants argued that the current rigidity of the system could be
favorable for middle powers because of three aspects. First, the level of interdependence
between the two global powers is much higher today than it was in the Cold War.
Second, China and the U.S. are economic powers, whereas, in the Cold War, only the
U.S. was an economically and technologically advanced superpower. Third, this is not an
ideological competition and China does not aim to export its values and political system.
In addition, participants mentioned that geography was very determining; however, now
it has a much lesser impact on the international system because of digital transition. Yan
Xuetong’s recent article approaches how the world is now facing a bipolar digital era,
where there is an immense gap between the U.S. and China and the rest of the world in
digital capabilities. Thus, to a large extent, the room for maneuver that middle powers
have today is affected by the digital transition.
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According to the participants, the competition between China and the United States
takes place not only at the global level but also at the regional level, which results in
China’s foreign policy having different priorities. The first tier, with the highest priority,
is the U.S. The second tier is composed of Japan, Korea, India, and Russia, countries
that China regards as middle powers. China has a close relationship with Japan and the
Korean Peninsula based on an economic alliance, human exchange, and cultural ties.
In the case of India, the country has a potential role to play in joining efforts with the
U.S. to contain China and to play a bigger role in the Indo-Pacific region. India also
refused to join the Belt and Road Initiative. Although India benefits economically from
its engagement with China, it is not clear which aspect is most important for India –
security issues, border issues, or just containing China’s power expansion. India has
many factors in mind to consider its relationship with China and its involvement in this
competition. In addition, the international community did not expect India’s neutral
position in the Russia-Ukraine war. Many scholars and experts on India in China have
conflicting views about how China should foster its relationship with India. Participants
affirmed that the biggest issue that lies in the China-India relations is the lack of trust in
each other, which can bring more obstacles to establishing a frank dialogue.
Another neighbor country is Russia. On February 4th, Vladimir Putin and Xi Jinping
mentioned the term “friendship without limits”. The speakers stressed that this concept
is not aligned with the vast history of confrontation over cooperation between Russia
and China. Moreover, there is an ongoing debate among the Russian elite policymakers
and decision-makers to determine whether China can be considered an ally in the next
years. Currently, their alliance is based on the antagonism to the U.S.; however, in
the future, the balance of power between China and Russia could tilt in a very strong
way to Beijing. Territories in the Russian Far East are also a concern because they are
underpopulated and parts of them previously belonged to China, which could lead to
the Chinese government making historical claims over the region.
In the case of other regions, such as Latin America and Africa, participants argued that
there is a small difference in the approach to dealing with these countries. China is
increasing investments and trade volumes in Latin American countries, and many
institutionalized arrangements may give some invisible pressure on the U.S.; however,
they are not a priority in the Chinese foreign policy. Participants highlighted that China
has deeper and longer engagements with Africa because of hot topics that emerged
during the past two decades. The relatively long history of relations with African
countries may confer more importance to this region than Latin America, but only to a
certain extent. The structure of trading volume between China and Africa is similar to the
one with Latin America. There are other similar factors, such as industrial levels, export
patterns, and colonization legacies. For many years, China was one of the biggest factory
centers in the world, and the need for raw materials shaped their economic engagement.
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The next stage for the Chinese government is to try to upgrade its economic structures
to another level of economic development. Like past relationships between Africa and
Latin America with Europe, the U.S., and Japan, China has an unbalanced engagement
with both regions, which will not continue to be unequal in the future.
Liberal democracies are in crisis because of their limited capacity to deliver public goods
vis-à-vis what China is doing in this realm. Thus, it is difficult to place the discussion
between economic discipline and political discipline in light of the legitimacy crisis that
the Western countries are facing. According to participants, there is no clear border
between political and economic issues, which are becoming more blurred. If in the Cold
War issues were more political and in the post-Cold War, they were more economic,
the world is currently somewhere in the middle. In this scenario, middle powers need to
implement multi-directional diplomacy. It is not in their interests to repeat the policies
implemented previously during the Cold War. The current reality is more complex for
middle powers and imposes more challenges in the way they must formulate and carry
out their policies. Lastly, participants highlighted that another relevant space for middle
powers to maneuver is financial markets, considering the decline of the U.S. dollar and
the rise of the renminbi and other currencies as global reserve currencies. In the case
of Brazil, this could bring a larger space for regional cooperation, with the possibility of
creating a regional currency for South America. Therefore, this is another space in that
middle powers would gain more autonomy.
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The current rigidity of the system could be favorable for
middle powers because of three aspects. First, the level of
interdependence between the two global powers is much
higher today than it was in the Cold War. Second, China
and the United States are economic powers, whereas,
in the Cold War, only the U.S. was an economically and
technologically advanced superpower. Third, this is not an
ideological competition and China does not aim to export
its values and political system.

There is no clear border between political and economic
issues. […] In this scenario, middle powers need to
implement multi-directional diplomacy. It is not in their
interests to repeat the policies implemented previously
during the Cold War. […] Another relevant space for middle
powers to maneuver is financial markets considering the
decline of the U.S. dollar and the rise of the renminbi and
other currencies as global reserve currencies.
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Carlos Mariani Bittencourt
Celso Lafer
Daniel Klabin
Gelson Fonseca Jr.
João Clemente Baena Soares
Marcus Vinicius Pratini de Moraes
Maria do Carmo (Kati) Nabuco de Almeida Braga
Roberto Teixeira da Costa
Eliezer Batista da Silva (in memoriam)
Luciano Martins de Almeida (in memoriam)
Luiz Felipe Palmeira Lampreia (in memoriam)
Luiz Olavo Baptista (in memoriam)
Sebastião do Rego Barros Netto (in memoriam)
Walter Moreira Salles (in memoriam)
Vice Chairmen Emeriti
Daniel Klabin
José Botafogo Gonçalves
Luiz Augusto de Castro Neves
Rafael Benke

CEO
Julia Dias Leite
Board of Trustees
André Lara Resende
André Clark
Armando Mariante
Armínio Fraga
Clarissa Lins
Claudio Frischtak
Demétrio Magnoli
Edmar Bacha
Henrique Rzezinski
Ilona Szabó
Izabella Teixeira
Joaquim Falcão
José Aldo Rebelo
José Luiz Alquéres
Luiz Ildefonso Simões Lopes
Marcos Galvão
Paulo Hartung
Renato Galvão Flôres Jr.
Roberto Abdenur
Roberto Jaguaribe
Ronaldo Veirano
Sergio Amaral
Vitor Hallack

Trustees Emeriti
Luiz Felipe de Seixas Corrêa
Luiz Fernando Furlan
Marcos Azambuja
Pedro Malan
Rubens Ricupero
Winston Fritsch
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Members
Aegea
Altera
BAMIN
Banco Bocom BBM
BASF
BAT Brasil
Bayer
BDMG
BMA Advogados
BRF
Bristow
Brookfield Brasil
Captalys Investimentos
CCCC/Concremat
Consulado Geral da Irlanda
em São Paulo
Consulado Geral da Noruega
no Rio de Janeiro
Consulado Geral dos Países
Baixos no Rio de Janeiro
Consulado Geral do México
no Rio de Janeiro
CTG Brasil
EDP
Eletrobras

Embaixada da China no Brasil
Embaixada da República
da Coreia
Embraer
ENEVA
ENGIE Brasil
Equinor
ExxonMobil
FCC S.A.
Galp
Grupo Lorentzen
Grupo Ultra
Haitong
Huawei
IBÁ
IBRAM
Icatu Seguros
Instituto Clima e Sociedade
Itaú Unibanco
JETRO
Klabin
Lazard
Light
Machado Meyer
Mattos Filho Advogados

Michelin
Microsoft
Museu do Amanhã
Neoenergia
Paper Excellence
Patri
Petrobras
Pinheiro Neto Advogados
Promon
Prumo Logística
Repsol Sinopec
Sanofi
Santander
Shell
Siemens
Siemens Energy
SPIC Brasil
State Grid
Suzano
Tecnoil
Total E&P do Brasil
Unilever
Vale
Veirano Advogados
Vinci Partners

Fernanda Magnotta
Franciso Gaetani
Igor Rocha
José Mario Antunes
Larissa Wachholz
Leandro Rothmuller
Leonardo Burlamaqui
Lia Valls Pereira
Lourival Sant’anna
Mário Ripper
Matias Spektor
Miguel Correa do Lago
Monica Herz

Patrícia Campos Mello
Paulo Sergio Melo de Carvalho
Pedro da Motta Veiga
Philip Yang
Ricardo Ramos
Ricardo Sennes
Rafaela Guedes
Rogerio Studart
Ronaldo Carmona
Sandra Rios
Tatiana Rosito
Vera Thorstensen
Victor do Prado

Senior Fellows
Adriano Proença
Ana Célia Castro
Ana Paula Tostes
Ana Toni
André Soares
Benoni Belli
Carlos Milani
Carlos Pereira
Daniela Lerda
Denise Nogueira Gregory
Diego Bonomo
Evangelina Seiler
Fabrizio Sardelli Panzini
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CEBRI Team

CEO
Julia Dias Leite
Director of External Relations
Carla Duarte
Director of Projects
Luciana Gama Muniz
Academic Director
Feliciano Guimarães
Projects
Deputy Director of Projects
Marianna Albuquerque
Deputy Director of Projects
Ana Paula Marotte
Deputy Director of Projects
Maria Eduarda Marques
Project Coordinators
Barbara Brant
Léa Reichert
Marina Liuzzi
Project Analysts
Eduardo Neiva Souza
Thais Jesinski Batista
Project Analysts
Beatriz Pfeifer
Larissa Vejarano

Institutional Relations
Partnership Coordinator
Cintia Hoskinson
Institutional Relations Manager
Fernanda Araripe
Special Projects Coordinator
Caio Vidal
Institutional Relations Coordinator
Fernando Mattos
Special Projects Analyst
Lucas Bilheiro
Institutional Relations Analyst
Bruno Garcia
Intern
Heron Fiório
Communications and Events
Deputy Director of External Relations
Betina Moura
Events Manager
Nana Villa Verde
Events Analysts
Adriano Andrade
Vitória Gonzalez
Events Assistant
Isabella Ávila
Communications Assistant
Daniele Thomaselli
IT Analyst
Eduardo Pich
Executive Secretary
Rigmor Andersen
Administrative and Financial
Administrative-Financial Manager
Fernanda Sancier
Administrative Officer
Kelly C. Lima
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WHERE WE ARE:
Rua Marquês de São Vicente, 336
Gávea, Rio de Janeiro – RJ - Brazil
22451-044
Tel: +55 (21) 2206-4400
cebri@cebri.org.br

@cebrionline

cebri.org

